--second second derivative derivative magnetic magnetic disc disc position position; ; --air air viscosity viscosity coefficient coefficient; ; --magnetic magnetic disc disc mass mass; ; --electrical current applied on the coil electrical current applied on the coil; ; --is the acceleration of gravity is the acceleration of gravity; ; --are constants related with the are constants related with the coil properties coil properties. . • In this work were used a = 0,95 e b = 6,28.
These values were estimated in previous works (Silva, 2009 ).
Magnetic Levitation System
5 5 --magnetic magnetic disc disc position position; ; --first derivative magnetic disc position first derivative magnetic disc position; ;
--second second derivative derivative magnetic magnetic disc disc position position; ; --air air viscosity viscosity coefficient coefficient; ; --magnetic magnetic disc disc mass mass; ; --electrical current applied on the coil electrical current applied on the coil; ; --is the acceleration of gravity is the acceleration of gravity; ; --are constants related with the are constants related with the coil properties coil properties. . • The system dynamic must be represented by:
• • and and represent the nonlinearities of the states, u is the control system input and X is the state vector.
• Two conditions must be satisfied: • Two conditions must be satisfied:
1) The first one is that the system must be controllable. For this first condition the matrix formed by vectorial fields in (5) must contain order n, where n is the system order 2 2) ) The The second second one one is is that that the the system system be be involutive involutive. . It It means means that that the the distribution distribution expressed expressed in in ( (6 6) ) also also be be involutive involutive. .
• Once the conditions are satisfied it is possible to determine a diffeomorphism
Z = T(X):
• A feedback control signal u f for the nonlinear system is chosen in the form : • Thus, the linear system can be written in the form in:
where v is the input signal for the system after linearization;
• The dynamic of the system given by (3) can be rewritten in : • The transformation Z=T(X) can be set in the form: :
• The functions and , can be calculated in the form given by: by the adjustment mechanism with the objective to minimize the error between the system under control and a model reference output (that is the desired response). • The error model in (14) is the same defined in (16). It is also linear in the parameters and satisfies the requirements of the step 2, and the parameters will be updated by
• • It could be observed that the desired response (output signal of the model reference) was tracked by the plant response.
• The error signal could be seen bounded and near to zero and the control effort could be seen also bounded.
• For future work this adaptive controller should be implemented in the real physical system. 
